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Pop Culture





Indecisive (or I Think That I Might Be

Indecisive)

My mind is filling up with many voices
It seems there’s a little more room
All of these voices keep me from deciding
I can’t help changing my tune
I can remember when I had one conscience
Its voice was dependable and pure
But now I think that I might be indecisive
But then again, I am not sure! 

I really-really gotta decide
Let my conscience guide me — just let it
But my conscience’s conscience keeps changing my

mind
Keeps telling me — to forget it
Gotta take a stand, gotta make a plan, gotta find a

way to clear my head 
Too many decisions and all these revisions
The voices are driving me mad!

Yes! No! Yes! No! Yes-Yes! No! Yes! Maybe…

I have seen shrinks
I’ve written Dear Abby 
Nobody tells me what to do
They tell me the answer lies within “the self”
And even though that may be true
All the soul-searching and delving inside is not what

I need for a cure
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Cuz I still think that I might be indecisive
But then again, I am not sure

Lalalalala lalala lalalalala la la la

Well, that was a pleasant little interlude but it
doesn’t mean I feel better

I’m still torn between several decisions and can’t get
my shit together 

Stop. Go. Stop. Go. 

This could last forever cuz I’m indecisive
I can’t seem to finish this song
Excuse me if I’m self-indulgent or whiny or if I go on

for too long…. 
I basically will keep talking until I’ve nothing left to

say
Which could mean we’re here for an awfully long

time and
I can’t apologize because even if I wanted to I’d

waffle and wonder if apologizing for being
indecisive is the way to go….

I mean, I really should stop now, right? 
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Insectsinautos

Insects and autos inspire a thought
Why insects in autos?  Why not?
Mankind realizes it cannot adapt
Begins with a cockroach, mates with that
Half-human bugs, quite large, in fact
Multiply quickly — insect sex acts 

Autos buggin’, ain’t no big deal
Until I imagine what’s at the wheel
Houseflies driving Maseratis
Maggots, Mercedes; termites, Bugattis 

They take over the world that used to be ours
Live in our homes, drink in our bars
Eat human food, smoke our cigars
They’ve taken our jobs, why not take the cars?

Mosquitos, Volvos; ants in Audis
Fleas in Fiats; butterflies, Ferraris 
Lotus-driving mantis, earwigs take the DeLoreans
Cicadas drive the Hummers while crickets prefer

Citroëns 
Wasps are in awe of a Chevy; Volkswagens make

ladybugs drool 
Bedbugs, mites, and worms get smart with a BMW

carpool

Yes, every bug has their own wheels, seeing is
believing
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Watch centipedes and millipedes drive buses to
work, caterpillars go RVing

“Anything is possible” has always been my motto
If I can think it — it could be — insects ‘n’ autos!
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What If? 

What If?   What?   What If?   Oh…

I’m Marshall of this Love Parade 
Sound the drums and blow the horns
If love is like a red, red rose
Sniff the buds, mind the thorns
The Garden of Eden needs some seedin’
Let’s get growing
Life is but a dream
Keep rowing

What if you could have a separate tap just for vodka?
What if eggs could be cloned without the hen?
What if your cellphone came with a breathalyzer
That prevented you from calling your ex at 4am? 

What if cats were bigger than dogs?
What if nobody hears this song?
What if the flu is good for you? 
What happens if everything we know is wrong?
What if?

I’m host of my life’s game show
Can be a contestant but I know
I’m the guy with the questions…
No answers, but a few suggestions
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How about we assume we don’t know it all?
How about we keep our big heads open?
What if — is a game worth playin’
What if — I’m just sayin’…
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Short & Intense

Same days 
Too long
Real dull
Big yawn
So it
Makes sense
I want something 
Short and intense!

A squirt
Of mace
Baseball
In my face
100-yard dash
Finger up — the — ass !

Tequila shot
Short and intense!
Kick in the nuts
Short and intense!

Dentist drill — small farts — pit bull — jet barfs
Short and intense! Short and intense!
Short and intense! Short and intense!
Short — and — in — tense!
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Nails

Nails — You bang them with a hammer
Nails — You cut them or you grow them
Nails — You drink them when they’re rusty
Nails — You step on them when they’re sticking out

of a piece of wood left on the ground by some
amateur carpenter who has no right being in the
carpentry business in the first place because he’s
injured the feet of dozens of people by being
careless with his 

Nails — They even used them on Jesus
Nails — Can leave marks on your back for days
Nails — They’re not for children to play with
Nails — Where you usually buy the wrong nails for

the job you’re doing and then you have to go
back to the hardware store and get new ones
while the old ones sit in some tin can or paper
bag… and they just sit around like they’re some
kinda

Snail — It’s got a house on its back
Snails — Don’t like eating escargot
Snails — More than just a slug in a shell
Snails — One looked really wild in the original Dr.

Doolittle movie but I don’t think anybody
believes that was a real snail because the snail in
that movie was absolutely ginormous and was
bigger than a 
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Whale — One swallowed Jonah
Whale — One swallowed Fred Flintstone and Barney

Rubble 
Whale — One swallowed Pinocchio in Outer Space
Whales will swallow just about anything you tell

them because they have little or no
understanding of any human verbal language,
which is lucky for us because if they did they’d
get upset when people say bad things against
Greenpeace and how they are kept in giant glass
cages in aquariums that make them feel like very
clever mammals in 

Jail — Not only bad people go there
Jail — It’s a hell of a place to spend Thanksgiving
Jail — Do not pass Go: Do not collect $200
Jails — where they tell you not to drop the soap in the

shower because some of the prisoners take their
frustrations out on other –inmates — and that
can be pretty painful if you ask me but I’m not
here to talk about that I’m here to talk about

Nails — Can be beautiful when painted
Nails — Put things together and keep them that way
Nails — Are cheaper than many hardware products

Nails, Snails, Whales, Jails, and Nails
Thank you very much
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Celebrity Identity Crisis

I wanna be a jazz legend and a master of impression
I wanna inspire a symbol and give aerobicize lessons
Buddy Rich Little Richard Simmons

I wanna be a little bit girly then act like a stud about
town

Wear a glove, have a chimp, and make some folkie-
type sounds

Boy George Michael Jackson Browne

I’m having a celebrity identity crisis
Feel like Milton Burl Ives or Buck Henry Fonda 
Star struck, outta luck, I know I’ll never be Lenny

Bruce Lee Marvin Gaye
William Conrad Baines or Clint East Woody Allen

Alda

I wanna have big hair and big teeth.
I want Cher to have my baby
I wanna wear sunglasses while watching lotsa TV
John David Sonny Bono Vox

I wanna be a Canadian Native, a French babe at a
beach blanket bingo

I wanna scream punk philosophy using conspiracy
lingo

Buffy Saint Marie Antoinette Funi Cello Biafra 

I’m having a celebrity identity crisis
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